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The American Eagle Foundation Presents
The 2014-2015 Northeast Florida Eagle Nest Season

BEGINNING OCTOBER 1, 2014!
Enjoy special moments in the nest with Romeo and Juliet, stars of the Northeast Florida Cam.
This is a REAL reality show - Nature at its absolute best!
High up in a slash pine tree, Romeo and Juliet built a nest many years ago. Bonded for life, they return home to this
nest each Fall to bring little ones into the world. This year, Romeo came back first. He was sighted on August 28th,
2014, and was often seen at the nest (and on other trees in the area) waiting patiently for his Juliet. Juliet stayed
away longer than usual, but returned safe and sound on September 14th. After getting reacquainted, they earnestly
began their "nestorations," preparing for egg-laying and the raising of their new eaglets.
Be part of this adventure! In preparation for the best viewing experience possible, the American Eagle Foundation
has installed three state-of-the-art, high-definition cameras to stream live footage of the nest from different angles
to three separate video screens. In addition, the audio is amazing, enabling the viewer to enjoy a symphony of sounds,
from the tiniest cricket's chirp to the majestic cries of the eagles!
To visit our NE Florida cam page, go to www.eagles.org and click on the
graphic in the middle section of the page that says "Northeast Florida
Eagle Nest Cam."
Click on the trailer below for a sneak peak, and please share the news
(and the link!) with all your friends on Facebook or other Social Media sites.
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If you would like to, you can participate in a live Chat Room with all of the AEF "Chatters." We have wonderful
Moderators who will welcome you into the Chat Room. They are very knowledgable about this pair of Bald Eagles, and
they can answer questions that you may have. In addition, our Cam Operators have been practicing zooming
techniques on all 3 cams.... they know the branches each eagle prefers and the flight patterns in and out of the nest.
They are ready for Prime Time!
As a parent or teacher, visiting this site is a wonderful way to teach children to respect and protect the environment
and the creatures who live their lives in the Wild.
Enjoy the season with us, and thank you so much for supporting the work of the American Eagle Foundation.
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